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curtail Reduce in extent or quantity; impose a restriction on.
Civil liberties were further curtailed.

debase
Corrupt debase or make impure by adding a foreign or inferior substance
often by replacing valuable ingredients with inferior ones.
The King was forced to debase the coinage.

declension A condition of decline or moral deterioration.
The first declension in Latin.

declivity A downward slope.
A thickly wooded declivity.

decrease The amount by which something decreases.
A decrease in births.

demoralize Confuse or put into disorder.
The General Strike had demoralized the trade unions.

descend
Make an unexpected visit to.
Three hotels were granted the prestigious five star status whilst others
descended in quality or maintained their ranking.

descending Moving down a scale of quality.
A rocky descending path.

descent The descendants of one individual.
The settlers were of Cornish descent.

disparagement A communication that belittles somebody or something.

downgrade The property possessed by a slope or surface that descends.
A steep downgrade for which he had to put the car in second.

downturn A decline in economic, business, or other activity.
A downturn in the housing market.

downward Spatially or metaphorically from a higher to a lower level or position.
The downward course of the stream.
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drop
A section of theatrical scenery lowered from the flies a drop cloth or drop
curtain.
The first drops of rain splashed on the ground.

fall
Come as if by falling.
At the corner of the massif this fall is interrupted by other heights of
considerable stature.

falling Decreasing in amount or degree.
Falling rain.

flop With a flopping sound.
The show flopped in London.

low In a low voice or at a low pitch.
Low clouds.

lower In or into a lower position.
Lower a rating.

reduction
An arrangement of an orchestral score for piano or for a smaller group of
performers.
The reaction is limited to reduction to the hydrocarbon.

retrench Reduce (something) in extent or quantity.
As a result of the recession the company retrenched.

rundown
(especially of a building or area) in a poor or neglected state after having
been prosperous.
He gave his teammates a rundown on the opposition.

shrinkage The amount by which something shrinks.
Give long curtains good hems to allow for shrinkage.

sink Cause to sink.
The ocean is a sink for carbon dioxide.

sit Sit and travel on the back of animal usually while controlling its motions.
When does the court of law sit.

submergence The action of completely covering or obscuring something.
Total submergence of plants results in heavy crop losses.

substrate A surface on which an organism grows or is attached.
The Celtic languages of Britain are a substrate for English.

under Under water.
The under parts of a machine.

vertically In a way that involves different levels or stages of a hierarchy or process.
Vertically stacked books.
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weaken Make or become weaker in power, resolve, or physical strength.
His resistance had weakened.
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